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Abstract. In this paper we present an automatic technique for identi-
fying corrupted as well as imprecise links in XML p2p database systems.
Our technique, based on static type analysis of XQuery like queries, em-
ploys an enhanced version of the µXQ type system [3], that allows for a
precise location of errors in queries wrt schema definitions.

1 Introduction

The last few years have seen the rapid emerging of two new Internet-related tech-
nologies. The first one, the eXtensible Markup Language (XML), was designed
in an effort to make WWW documents cleaner and machine understandable,
and has become the standard format for exchanging data between different data
sources. The second technology, the peer-to-peer (p2p) computational paradigm,
started as a way to easily share files over the Internet, and affirmed as a low-cost,
scalable and flexible evolution of client-server and distributed systems.

In the field of database systems, these technologies combine to form to a
new family of data management systems, sometimes called PDMSs (Peer Data
Management Systems), that allow the user to easily share and query XML data
dispersed over multitudes of sites without the complex and heavy administrative
tasks that characterize traditional distributed database systems. Most current
p2p database systems for XML data [6] [8] [5] [2] are based on a common model,
where nodes in the system are connected through sparse point-to-point map-
pings, and queries are executed with decentralized versions of GAV and LAV
query reformulation algorithms [10, 11]. PDMSs can be seen as a mixture of
data integration an p2p technologies, hence resulting in adaptation of prior data
integration techniques to a widely distributed and someway unstable environ-
ment.

The presence of mappings among peers, while allowing for a more precise and
less expensive query routing than flood-based p2p systems (e.g., Gnutella [1]),
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poses new problems related to the intrinsically dynamic nature of p2p systems,
namely the fact that peers may join and leave the network at any time, as well as
locally and independently change their data and schemas: for instance, when a
peer changes the structure of the data it is sharing, its mappings with other peers
may become corrupted. The introduction of corrupted mappings in the system
greatly affects the quality and the quantity of the results that can be retrieved in
response to a query. Indeed, queries are usually evaluated by traversing a chain
of peers and by exploiting their mappings in the query reformulation process: as
a consequence, the presence of a corrupted or imprecise mapping from peer pi to
peer pi+1 may make peer pi+1 unreachable, and may influence the reachability
of other peers.

At this time, both the detection of problems in the current set of mappings
and the maintenance of these mappings are performed manually by each site
owner/user, and systems have no way to automatically warn the user about
emerging issues in the mapping chain.

Our Contribution In this paper we present an automatic technique for identi-
fying corrupted as well as imprecise schema mappings in XML p2p database
systems. Our technique, based on the typechecking of XQuery queries, employs
an enhanced version of the XQuery type system [3], that allows for a precise lo-
cation of errors in queries wrt schema definitions. By relying on this technique,
the p2p system can promptly warn the user about errors in mapping definitions
and give her hints about the location of the errors in the mapping chain, as well
as about the schema fragments whose mappings should be improved.

The proposed technique can be safely combined with traditional query pro-
cessing algorithms based on the repeated applications of GAV and LAV algo-
rithms over the transitive closure of schema mappings.

2 Motivating Scenario

We describe our technique by referring to a sample XML p2p database system
inspired by Piazza [6]. The system is composed of a dynamic set of peers, capable
of executing queries on XML data, and connected through sparse point-to-point
schema mappings.

The state of the system is modeled as a dynamic set {pi}i of peers, where
each peer is represented as shown by Definition 1.

Definition 1. A peer is a tuple pi = (id, db, T ,V , {ρij}j), where id is the unique
identity of pi, db are the data published by pi, T is the schema of the data of
pi, V is the world view of pi, i.e., the view against which pi queries are posed,
and {ρij}j is a set of bidirectional point-to-point mappings from pi view to the
views of other peers.

As pointed out by the definition, each peer publishes some XML data (db),
that may be empty, in which case the peer only submits queries to the system.

Each peer has two distinct schema descriptions. The first one, T (the peer
schema), describes how local data are organized. The second one, V (the peer
view), is a view over T , and has a twofold role. First, it works as input interface
for the peer, so that queries sent to peer pi should respect pi view of the world.



Second, it describes the peer view of the world, i.e., the virtual view against
which queries are posed. V can be seen as the schema that the peer assumes to
be adopted by the rest of the world; so, each peer poses queries against its peer
view, since it assumes that the outer world adopts this schema.

The peer schema and the peer view are connected through a schema mapping,
that shows how to translate a query expressed on the peer view into a query
against the peer schema (in the following we will use the “schema mapping” to
denote any mapping between types). The mapping can be defined according to
the Global As View approach, or to the Local As View approach. The pros and
cons of the GAV and LAV approach are extensively discussed in the literature;
our distributed typechecking algorithm is independent from the view definition
approach, so we can abstract from the specific view definition policy.

Since V plays the role of view of the world too, it can be loosely connected
to T : in particular, when T is empty, V is fully independent from T :

The presence of two distinct schema descriptions has been introduced in the
GLAV data integration approach [?], and it allows one to use both the LAV
and GAV query rewriting approaches. T and V are systems of type equations
conforming to the type system we will describe in the next Section.

In addition to (possibly empty) data and schema information, each peer
contains a set, possibly a singleton, of peer mappings {ρij}j . A peer mapping ρij

from peer pi to peer pj is a pair of type correspondences (Vj ← q1j ,Vi ← q2j) that
map the view of pi (Vi) into the view of pj (Vj), and vice versa. More precisely,
the mapping shows how to transform the extension of Vi into the extension of
Vj , the transformation being expressed through queries. These queries are then
used to reformulate user queries against Vj into queries over Vj .

Queries are expressed in the same query language used for posing general
queries. These mappings link peers together, and form a sparse graph; queries
are then executed by exploring the transitive closure of such mappings.3

For the sake of simplicity, we use bidirectional mappings, while real systems
use mostly unidirectional mappings, the reverse mapping being obtained at run-
time by applying LAV processing techniques, as described in [9].

Queries are expressed in an XQuery-like language, called µXQ, that is roughly
equivalent to the FLWR core of XQuery, with two exceptions: first, we forbid
the navigation of the result of a nested query by the outer query; second, we
restrict the predicate language to the conjunction, disjunction, or negation of
variable comparisons. These restrictions allow for a better handling of errors at
the price of a modest decrease in the expressive power of the language: indeed,
most nested queries are used without any further navigation of their results;
moreover, a comparison between a variable and a constant can be simulated by
binding the constant to a let variable in the binding section of the query.

The following Example illustrates the basic concepts of µXQ 4

Example 1. Consider the following query Q posed against the Pisa view.

nuovaBib[
for $aut in $bib//autore

3 We assume that ρi0 specifies how to map the peer schema of pi into its peer view,
and vice versa.

4 For the sake of simplicity, in the rest of he paper we will use / and // in place of
child :: and dos ::, respectively.



let $pap := for $a in $bib/articolo
let $a list := $a/autore
where $aut isin $a list
return lavoro[$a/titolo, $a/anno]

return item[$aut, $pap]]

posed against the following schema:

PisaBib = bib[(Articolo)*]
Articolo = articolo[Autore*,Titolo,Anno]
Autore = autore[String]
Titolo = titolo[String]
Anno = anno[Integer]

The query Q returns the list of authors in the database, together with the ba-
sic information about the papers they wrote. The clause for $aut ... autore
iterates over the set of autore elements and binds the $aut variable to each autore

node, hence returning a set of variable-to-node bindings. The let clause eval-
uates a nested query, whose result is a sequence of XML nodes, and binds the
whole sequence to the $pap variable, hence producing a single variable binding.
The nested query contains a where clause that checks whether the node bound
to $aut in the outer query is in the set returned by the evaluation of the path
expression $a/autore.

Systems conforming to this architecture rely on schema mappings to process
and execute queries; in particular, the cost of query execution, together with
the quality of the results returned by the system, are deeply connected to the
quality of schema mappings. Unfortunately, the evolution of the system, namely
the connection of new nodes and the disconnection of existing nodes, as well
as the changes in peer data and schemas, can dramatically affect the quality of
schema mappings. In particular, the dynamicity of both the topology and the
schema/content of nodes can lead to the corruption of existing mappings, which
can significantly affect the quality of results returned by the system. Further-
more, existing optimization techniques for p2p systems, such as the mapping
composition approach described in [9], can be vanished by mapping changes;
this, in turn, reflects on the result quality as well as on the query processing cost
(as shown in [9] and [7], mapping composition algorithms have unbounded space
complexity).

As a consequence , the ability to detect corrupted mappings between alive
nodes as soon as possible becomes very important, as shown in the following
Example.

Example 2. Consider a bibliographic data sharing system, whose topology is
shown in Figure 1.

Assume that Pisa and New York use the views of Figures ?? and ??. Suppose
now Pisa uses the query of Figure 4 to map its view into the view of New York.
Pisa also uses the query of Figure 5 to map its view into its schema.

Consider now the query shown in Figure 6. This query, submitted by a user
in Pisa, asks for all articles written by Mary F. Fernandez. The query is first
executed locally in Pisa; since it expressed in terms of the Pisa view, the system
rewrites the query by using the mapping of Figure 5, so to obtain a query posed
against the Pisa schema. In particular, as the mapping of Figure 5 describes the
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Fig. 1. Bibliographic p2p network.

PisaBib = bib[(Articolo)*]
Articolo = articolo[Autore*,Titolo,Anno]
Autore = autore[String]
Titolo = titolo[String]
Anno = anno[Integer]

Fig. 2. Pisa view.

NYBib = bib[(Article|Book)*]
Article = article[Author*,Title,Year, RefCode]
Author = author[String]
Title = title[String]
Year = year[Integer]
Book = book[Author*,Title,Year,Publisher, RefCode]
Publisher = publisher[String]
RefCode = refCode[String]

Fig. 3. New York view.

NYBibliography <-
Q1($input): for $ed in $input/editore

return publisher[$ed/text()]
Q2($input): for $an in $input/anno

return year[$an/data()]
Q3($input): for $t in $input/titolo

return title[$t/text()]
Q4($input): for $aut in $input/autore

return author[$aut/text()]
Q5($input): for $art in $input/articolo

return article[Q4($art), Q3($art),Q2($art),Q6($art)]
Q6($input): refCode[‘xxx-Pisa-xxx’]
Q7($input): for $bib in /pisaBib

return bib[Q5($bib)]

Fig. 4. Pisa → New York mapping.



PisaBib <-
Q1($input): for $ed in $input/editore

return editore[$ed/text()]
Q2($input): for $an in $input/anno

return anno[$an/data()]
Q3($input): for $t in $input/titolo

return titolo[$t/text()]
Q4($input): for $aut in $input/autore

let $nome := $aut/nome
return autore[$nome/text()]

Q5($input): for $art in $input/articolo
return articolo[Q4($art), Q3($art),Q2($art)]

Q6($input): for $bib in /pisaBib
return bib[Q5($bib)]

Fig. 5. Mapping from the Pisa schema into the Pisa view.

Pisa view in terms of the Pisa schema, the system has to invert this mapping,
so to obtain a mapping from the view into the schema, and then to compose the
newly obtained mapping with the query. This rewriting is performed by relying
on standard algorithms for rewriting query over views [7, 9].

Once the query is locally executed, the system reformulates the query so to
match New York view; this reformulation is performed by directly composing
the query with the mapping from Pisa to New York, relying again on stan-
dard algorithms for query unfolding [7, 9]. To illustrate how these algorithms
work, consider the first for clause of the query; the clause searches for articolo

elements nested into elements bound to $bib. To reformulate this clause, the sys-
tem matches the path with the mapping definition, hence discovering that the
path is mapped by query Q5. By looking into the chosen mapping fragment, the
system knows that the path must be rewritten as $bib/article, and that the
remaining paths must be reformulated by using queries Q4, Q3, Q2, and Q6.

At the end of the reformulation process, the reformulated query, shown in
Figure 7, is then sent to the New York site; when this query arrives at New York,
it is successfully executed since it is compatible with New York peer view.

articoli Fernandez[
for $a in $bib/articolo,

$aut in $a/autore
let $mf := ‘‘Mary F. Fernandez’’
where $aut() = $mf
return $a]

Fig. 6. Pisa user query.

Assume now that New York slightly changes the way author names are repre-
sented, and that this schema change reflects on the peer view; instead of a simple



articoli Fernandez[
for $a in $bib/article,

$aut in $a/author
let $mf := ‘‘Mary F. Fernandez’’
where $aut() = $mf
return $a]

Fig. 7. Transformed Pisa user query.

author element, detailed information about author’s first name and second name
are represented: Author = author[first[String],second[String]].

Now, when the Pisa user runs again her query, she is not obtaining results
from New York, since the rewritten query does not match the new view of New
York. Unfortunately, New York site just returns an empty sequence as result of
the query, so Pisa has no way to distinguish between the error and an unsatisfied
predicate. By typechecking the transformed query against the new view, the
system would inform Pisa that an error is present in the query, which implies
that the mapping is corrupted.

3 Type System

The central point in the proposed approach is the use of a type system capable
of capturing incoherences between the schema specification and both the twigs
and the predicates contained in a query. By relying on this feature, our technique
can identify discrepancies between the transformed query and the target peer
view, and provide detailed information about them.

Our type system is capable of precisely identifying type-wrong fragments of
a query produced by mappings. Hence, mappings involved in the production of
that wrong part (corrupted mappings) can easily be identified, as, starting from
a sub-query, it is possible to retrieve the mapping that has produced that part.
Also, we provide type information about the part of the database that cannot be
matched by the wrong query fragment. Starting from this type information, it is
possible to find an alternative and correct definition of the identified corrupted
mapping.

The type system is an extension of the one presented in [3]. For reason of
space, here we formalize input/output and the main properties of the type sys-
tem, and explain the role these properties play in the detection of p2p corrupted
mappings (some main definitions of the type system are in Appendix ??).

The proposed type system is designed to statically detect the presence of
two kinds of errors: sub-query emptiness and wrong comparisons in the where
clause. It differs from that of [3] in two key points: unlike [3], we extend the
check for correctness to the where clause and introduce a proper treatment of
conditions; moreover, error messages returned by the type system contain not
only the wrong sub-query, as in [3], but also the types of the schema involved in
the error. We provide this detailed information since it can be very useful during
mapping maintenance or debugging.



Detecting sub-query emptiness means discovering, at static time, the presence
of sub-queries that, at run time, will evaluate to the empty sequence, in each valid
evaluation of the query (a query evaluation is valid if it is done wrt a variable
substitution which is valid wrt types of variables in the substitution). Essentially,
these sub-queries consist of path expressions that never match the input data,
and, therefore, are not correct wrt to the types of input data. Detecting wrong
where-comparisons, instead, means to discover, at static time, the presence of
comparisons between values of different types

Discovering the presence of such errors is crucial to discover incompatibilities
between the query structural requirements and input data structural specifica-
tions (input types). While type rules of the type system are omitted in this paper,
these errors are characterized quite rigorously in terms of query semantics. This
characterization is then used to measure the accuracy of the type analysis.

4 Distributed Typechecking Algorithm

The approach we are proposing is based on the idea of typechecking queries
at each involved peer. Consider a query Q originated at peer pi, and assume
that the query traverses peers p2, . . ., pn, hence being rewritten by the mapping
chain {ρ1, . . . , ρn−1} (ρi is the mapping from pi to pi+1); the sequence of peers
to be traversed can be precomputed on the basis of a crawling process, or it
can be determined at run-time (the proposed approach is orthogonal to the
algorithms used for finding the mapping chain corresponding to a given query
Q). Let ̟ be the function transforming queries according to a given mapping.
When ̟ρ1◦...◦ρj−1

(Q) arrives at peer pj , pj type-checks it against its peer view
in order to verify that the query requirements are compatible with its view; if
the type checker raises an error, then the system knows for sure that an error is
present in the mapping ρj−1 (the mapping from pj−1 to pj), so it can warn pj−1

and pj about the problem.
Thus, we assume that queries, once transformed, are type-checked by any peer

they reach before executing them; since the query execution cost is dominated
by the communication costs, the adoption of this strategy should not affect the
whole execution cost.

The distributed type-checking algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. At this
time, the algorithm is not able to locate the portion of the mapping containing
errors, even though we believe that this extension should not be too complex.

As shown by the algorithm, the identification of errors in the mapping chain
can benefit the query processing algorithm, since it allows the system to dynami-
cally bypass potentially dangerous mappings. This is performed by backtracking
to peer pj−1 (if an error was found in the mapping from pj−1 to pj), and by
recomputing the remaining part of the mapping chain. By doing so, the sys-
tem could avoid global problems coming from the propagation of errors in the
mapping chain.

To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we can consider
again the scenario described in Example 2, and see what happens when the
transformed query arrives at New York. When the New York peer receives the
transformed query Q′, it starts type-checking Q′ against its peer view. The local
type-checking algorithm stops during the control for the correctness of the where
clause (Rule CompWrong of Appendix ??), since the query tries to compare



Algorithm 1 Distributed type-checking algorithm

Main Algorithm (at peer p = (id, db, T ,V, {ρij}j))
type-check locally Q against p view (V)
if error then

send user a warning (Q,S ,W, E)
stop

else
find a mapping chain for Q
chain = < ρi, pi >i

Q1 = ̟ρ1
(Q)

send(p2,Q1, typecheck, chain)
wait for errors

end if

TypeCheckReceive(peer, Q′, typecheck, chain)
typecheck locally Q′ against peer view
if error then

send(sender,“error”, (Q,S ,W, E))
stop

else
ρi = nextMapping(chain)
Q′′ = ̟ρi

(Q′)
send(pi+1,Q

′′, typecheck, chain)
wait for errors

end if

a complex element with a base type value. The system, hence, notifies to Pisa
and New York that an error in the sub-query where $aut = $mf wrt the type
Author has occurred; by using this information, Pisa can update its mapping
to New York and/or change the routing for the query. More in details, the β
returned by the type-checker, pointing to the error where $aut = $mf and sent
to Pisa, tells Pisa how to directly pick up the corrupted mapping (its easy to
find which mapping is involved in the production of a β sub-query). While the
not matched type Author tells Pisa how to modify the corrupted mapping.

More formally, we can say that if a peer p is notified of an error message
(Q,S,W , E), with, say, (β.α, ((χ1, T1)δ(χ2, T2))) ∈ W , then p can rely on a
systematic technique that uses information in (Q,S,W , E) in order to

– retrieve a quite precise set of candidate corrupted mappings which contains
effective corrupted mappings;

– suggest, by using the type information in S,W , and E, a set of updated
mappings, fixing the issues in the previous mappings.

This sheds light about the different roles of error-positions and not-matched
types, both computed by our type-checker; the formal definition of the above
mentioned systematic approach for retrieval-correction of corrupted mappings is
the core of our current efforts in continuing this work, and also represents the
formal connection between our type analysis technique and the p2p infrastruc-
ture.



5 Related Works

We are not aware of studies related to the use of the static analysis for discovering
corrupted mappings in p2p systems. The advantages of our type analysis with
respect to current version of W3C XQuery type system [4] has already been
discussed in [3]. In a nutshell, our type system ensures complete type inference
and error checking in most cases, while ensuring good performance at the same
time. Being the definition of W3C XQuery type system still a work in progress,
no results are known about the complexity of the whole system, and the system
does not ensure completeness of path error-checking (see [3]). Moreover, for the
moment, W3C type system does not contain mechanisms able to precisely locate
the position of wrong sub-queries. We believe that this problem is not difficult to
solve for an implementor of the W3C type system; however, from the experience
we gained in our previous investigations, we understood that the problem is
definitively not obvious.

We conclude by observing that, in order to have a powerful type-checking
algorithm, in our setting we can benefit from the absence of many features that
complicate typing in a full XQuery language, but are often unnecessary in p2p
systems.

6 Conclusions

This paper presented a technique for automatically discovering corrupted map-
pings in peer data management systems. This technique is based on the use of
a distributed type-checking algorithm that type-checks a query at any involved
peer; by matching a (transformed) query against the peer view of a given peer,
the algorithm can find inconsistencies in the mapping used for transforming the
query, and, then, warn the user about problems in the mapping.

The distributed type-checking algorithm exploits a local type-checking algo-
rithm, based on a type system extending the one of [3]; this new type system is
able to capture errors in the query paths as well as errors in the where clause,
and returns detailed information about the errors found in the query; in par-
ticular, the type-checker specifies the sub-query containing errors as well as the
fragment of peer view against which the query failed.

As a future work, we plan to further extend the type system so to precisely
identify the fragment of mapping containing errors, as well as to develop tech-
niques for suggesting updated mappings: with this supplementary information,
the site owner can easily and quickly fix the corrupted mapping. Furthermore,
we plan to extend the fragment of XQuery covered by the type system as well
as to shift to an XQuery-like type system.
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